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THERMAL QUENCHING OF PAIR CORRELATIONSAND -STRENGTH FUNCTIONS IN 148;149Sm�S. Siem, M. Guttormsen, K. Ingeberg, E. Melby, J. Rekstadand A. ShillerDepartment of Physis, University of OsloN-0316 Oslo, Norway(Reeived Deember 21, 2000)The level densities and -strength funtions of the almost spherial148Sm and 149Sm nulei have been extrated. The temperature urve, de-rived within the framework of the miro anonial ensemble, shows stru-tures, whih we assoiate with the break up of Cooper pairs. The nu-lear heat apaity is dedued within the framework of the anonial en-semble and exhibits an S-shape as a funtion of temperature indiating aphase transition. The results are ompared to the results for well deformed161;162Dy and 171;172Yb isotopes.PACS numbers: 21.10.Ma, 24.10.Pa, 21.10.P, 27.60.+j1. Introdution and experimental detailsThe Oslo Cylotron group has developed a method to simultaneouslyextrat the level density and -strength funtion, over a wide exitationenergy and -energy region, from measured -ray spetra [1℄. The mainadvantage of utilizing -rays as a probe for level density is that the nulearsystem is likely to be thermalized prior to the -emission. A long-standingproblem in experimental nulear physis has been to observe the transitionfrom a super�uid state, at the ground state, to a normal (Fermi gas) stateat higher temperature.The experiments were arried out at the Oslo Cylotron Laboratory.The (3He,�) and (3He,3He')-reations were employed on a 149Sm self-supporting target, with the 45 MeV 3He-beam delivered by the MC-35 y-lotron. The harged partiles and -ray were reorded with the detetorarray CACTUS. From the reation kinematis the measured ejetile energy� Presented at the XXXV Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 5�13, 2000.(855)



856 S. Siem et al.an be transformed to exitation energy E. Thus, eah oinident -ray anbe assigned to a -asade originating from a spei� exitation energy.For eah exitation energy E the NaI -ray spetra are unfolded. Thenthe �rst-generation (primary) -ray matrix is extrated [2℄. The resultingmatrix P (E;E), desribing the primary -spetra obtained at initial exi-tation energy E, is fatorized aording to the Brink-Axel hypothesis [3℄ byP (E;E) / �(E�E)F (E). The method and the assumptions behind thefatorization of this expression are desribed in Ref. [1℄.2. ResultsThe -strength funtions of 148Sm and 149Sm are ompared with the-strength funtions of 161;162Dy and 171;172Yb [4℄ in Fig. 1. The bumparound 3 MeV in the -strength funtions of 161;162Dy and 171;172Yb was�rst referred to as the pygmy resonane [4℄. Aording to systemati inves-

Fig. 1. The -strength funtions for 148;149Sm, 161;162Dy and 171;172Yb. The solidlines represent a �t to the experimental data using a Kadmenski�� GEDR modeland a Lorentzian spin �ip GMDR model, and a pygmy resonane [4℄.



Thermal Quenhing of Pair Correlations and -Strength : : : 857tigations of the pygmy resonane parameters in the rare earth nulei [5℄ itshould appear around 1.7 MeV for 148;149Sm. However, reent investigationsof Dy and Yb isotopes [6℄ indiate that this bump an be interpreted as dueto the sissors mode built on exited states. The fat that the -strength fun-tion for 149Sm shows a bump between 2�3 MeV supports the interpretationas the sissors mode built on exited states. The 148Sm -strength funtionis more di�ult to understand. It might be that shell e�ets in 148Sm hidethe �ne struture in the -strength funtion. After establishing the leveldensity as a funtion of exitation energy � see Fig. 2, we an explore otherthermodynamial parameters of the nulei. The measured level density �(E)is proportional to the number of states aessible to the nulear system, inthis reation, at exitation energy E. The entropy S(E) in linear sale willbe the �same� urve as �(E) in log sale. The miroanonial temperatureis given by T (E) = 1=(�S=�E)V . The dedued temperature spetra exhibitpronouned bump strutures, as shown for 148;149Sm in Fig. 3. The bumpstrutures are interpreted as the breaking of nuleon pairs, and, at higherenergies, the possible quenhing of pair orrelations [7℄. The reminiseneof the quenhing proess is distributed over a wide exitation energy region,whih is di�ult to observe and interpret in the miroanonial ensemble.

Fig. 2. Left: The level densities for 148Sm and 149Sm. The �lled irles are experi-mental data. The solid lines are a Fermi gas preditions (von Egidy) for the leveldensities (made to go through the experimental �(Bn) ). Right: The heat apaityfor 149Sm derived within the anonial ensemble.The heat apaity determined within in the anonial ensemble an beused as a �thermometer� for the quenhing of pair orrelations. The anoni-al heat apaity exhibits an s-shape as a funtion of temperature for 149Smsee Fig. 2. This is interpreted as the onset of new degrees of freedom orig-
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Fig. 3. The temperature urve for 148Sm and 149Sm derived within the miroanonial ensemble (�lled irles) and anonial ensemble (solid line).inating from the breaking of Cooper pairs [8℄. The ritial temperature forthe quenhing of pair orrelations is found at T = 0:45 MeV for 148Sm andT = 0:52 MeV for 149Sm, in the same range as for the deformed rare earthnulei [8℄. 3. ConlusionsThe level density and the -strength funtion have been extrated ex-perimentally for 148Sm and 149Sm. The bump between 2�3 MeV in the-strength funtion of 149Sm is interpreted as due to the sissors mode builton exited states. From the level densities thermodynamial quantities suhas temperature and heat apaity were found. Strutures in the miroanon-ial temperature are interpreted as the onset of new degrees of freedom asthe result of breaking up Cooper pairs. The s-shape in the heat apa-ity urves, found within the anonial ensemble, indiates the pairing-phasetransition, and a ritial temperature for the quenhing of pair orrelations isfound. The method was developed for well deformed nulei and has now beensuessfully adopted to the more spherial Sm nulei. Reently a (3He,�)-reation experiment on 28Si was performed and new experiments on Monulei were arried out in Deember 2000.Finanial support from the Norwegian Researh Counil (NFR) is a-knowledged.
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